DAP Backups and Maintenance
Technical Note
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DAP Backups and Maintenance
This document outlines a sample DAP Server Maintenance Plan. Many IT departments have processes
and procedures in place for server backups and database maintenance. The following is an example of
tasks that could be performed in the absence of existing tasks. The only DAP-specific task is the
removal of DAP temp files. Other tasks are standard for an IT department to perform on a regular basis.

DAP Server Backups
Data Folders:
\\<dap server>\<data share>\
\\<dap server>\<MDE share>\

Schedule:
Weekly full
Daily Differential

Database Backups
We recommend that you use an SQL backup agent included with your enterprise backup solution, such
as BackupExec or ArcServe.

Database Servers:
<sql instance>

Database:
<database>

Schedule:
Daily full
Backup and truncate logs
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Note:
Back-up the database shortly after the completion of the "Data Files" backup so they are the
closest to being in sync.

DB Maintenance Plan Tasks to Consider
Properly understanding, planning and scheduling the following tasks requires the expertise of an
experienced SQL Database Administrator. There are performance pros and cons to certain tasks. It’s
also important to understand whether the tasks are even necessary, which can be determined by certain
variables, such as fragmentation, among other things.
Check Database Integrity
Shrink database
Shrink Log
Reorganize Index
Rebuild Index
Update Statistics
We encourage your IT department to take an active role in determining the correct maintenance plan for
the DAP database. Without us being able to monitor the activity on the database, we cannot recommend
what tasks to perform and when, or if they are even necessary. Your IT department should have the
insight and expertise to determine a reasonable maintenance plan.

Removal of Temporary Files
The DAP Server and related applications create temp files during certain operations. These temp files
can add up over time. So it is good practice to delete the temp files on a regular basis. There are various
ways of accomplishing this task. One way is to create a simple batch file and run it on a recurring
schedule using Windows Task Scheduler. Here is some information about how to accomplish that.
Create a batch file containing the following line:
Del <drive>:\daptemp\ /S /Q
Note:
This command only deletes the contents of the folder. This should be run infrequently (quarterly)
during the off peak hours. Flamingo also uses a Temp folder (normally GeoDAP).
/S – Deletes files in specified folder and subfolders.
/Q – Quiet mode, does not ask if "OK" to delete on global wildcard.
Create a task using Window Task Scheduler (or another task scheduler) to run the batch file on a weekly
basis. It may not need to be run that often, but this schedule will keep the temp folder fairly clean.
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DAP Managed Repository Backup Utility
The DAP Managed Repository Backup Utility will create a copy of the Managed File System including
published, unpublished, verified, and error (or quarantine) datasets. The Backup Utility will save the
datasets in the same DAP Hierarchy as selected in DAP Administrator>Settings>Hierarchy and as
displayed in a DAP client.
The Backup Utility executable is called ExitManagedRepository.exe and is located under the "..\DAP
Portal\service\bin\" folder. This is a stand-alone executable that must be run from the command line. The
only parameter required is a destination folder. The destination folder will be created if it does not exist.
Example:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Geosoft\DAP Portal\service\bin>ExitManagedRepository.exe D:\Backup

Ensure the destination folder has ample free space for all datasets, as all datasets in the Storage and
Quarantine folders will be copied to the destination folder. The data is not zipped. To get an estimate of
how much data will be copied, check the size of both the Quarantine and Storage folders before running
the Backup Utility.
For a large data repository, this process may take a significant amount of time to complete. Progress
updates every 10 datasets are reported in the command window. The error.log report is found in the
specified destination folder.
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